
Modular CompletenessforCommunication Closed Layers �Maarten Fokkinga, Mannes Poel & Job ZwiersUniversity of TwenteyzAbstractThe Communication Closed Layers law is shown to be modular complete for a modelrelated to that of Mazurkiewicz. It is shown that in a modular style of program de-velopment the CCL rule cannot be derived from simpler ones. Within a non-modularset-up the CCL rule can be derived however from a simpler independence rule and ananalog of the expansion rule for process algebras.1 IntroductionIn an earlier paper [JPZ91] a formulation of the principle of communication closed layers[EF82] by means of an algebraic rule was proposed. This Communication Closed Layers law(CCL) has been applied thereafter in the construction and veri�cation of various algorithmsand protocols [JZ92b, JZ92a, JPSZ91, Zwi91], among which are a version of the Two PhaseCommit protocol [JZ92b] and a rather complicatedminimumweight spanning tree algorithmby Gallager, Humblet and Spira [JZ92a, GHS83, SdR89, CG88]. The versatility of the CCLrule, especially within a modular style of program development, stems from the possibilityto rewrite a distributed process into a so-called layered form which can often be analyzedby means of simpler techniques for sequential programs. Parallel composition is denotedP k Q and layered composition, being a weakened version of sequential composition, isdenoted P �Q. The use of a partial order model, and exploitation of independence informa-tion enable transformations of concurrent systems into more sequential versions without theexpense of introducing extra nondeterminism. A similar methodology of program construc-tion underlies work on ISTL (interleaving set temporal logic) [KP87, KP89, KP90, KP92].The CCL law allows one to prove equalities between processes based on independence in-formation. In general the rule states that whenever P is independent of S and moreover Qis independent of R then the following equality holds:(P �Q) k (R �S) = (P k R) � (Q k S) (CCL)The notion of independence relies on the particular model of concurrency under concern;e.g. for shared variable models P and S are said to be independent whenever they access�Part of this work has been supported by Esprit/BRA Project 6021 (REACT).yDepartment of Computer Science, P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands. E-mail:ffokkinga,mpoel,zwiersg@cs.utwente.nlzThe authors thank Wil Janssen for carefully reading the manuscript.1



disjoint sets of shared variables, whereas for communication based models independence ofP and S means that they communicate along disjoint sets of channels.Note that the CCL law does not rely on the internal structure of P;Q;R and S. In fact,P;Q;R and S are best regarded as typed process variables where the typing informationallows one to decide whether the processes denoted by variables are independent or not,but anymore detailed information is not available. This is important for a modular style ofprocess derivation, as we will explain now. If P;Q;R and S in the CCL law are instantiated(i.e. substituted) by concrete process terms that are built up from atomic actions, then weshow that the law can be derived from simpler axioms among which are an expansion lawfor parallelism, and the independence axiom:P �Q = P k Q = Q �P if P is independent from Q.Yet, in order to show equality between (P �Q) k (R �S) and (P k R) � (Q k S) basedon these simpler laws involves transforming the internal structure of P;Q;R and S. Formodular reasoning this is exactly what one would like to avoid.Modular completeness [Zwi89] refers to the following completeness property. Let "P sat spec"denote that process P satis�es some speci�cation spec. (Simple) completeness of a proposedaxiomatization means that whenever P sat spec is a valid formula, then it is also (formally)derivable. Now assume that P (X0; : : : ; Xn) is a process term containing free process vari-ables X0; : : : ; Xn. Modular completeness means that whenever a formula of the formspec0(X0; : : : ; Xn)! spec(P (X0; : : : ; Xn))is valid, then it is formally derivable within the axiomatization under consideration. Forthe present context, the speci�cations on the left hand side ("spec0(X0; : : : ; Xn)") take onthe form of a list of independence relations between process variables, of the form Xi#Xj .The right hand side has the form of an equality "P (X0; : : : ; Xn) = Q(X0; : : : ; Xn)".The main result of this paper states that a few basic axioms together with the CCL lawform a modular complete system. Moreover, we argue that such a completeness result isnot possible with rules that are any simpler than the CCL rule. For instance, the followingsimpli�ed versions of the CCL rule do not lead to a complete system:Provided that P and S are independent and Q and R are independent:P k S = P �S (Independence)(P �Q) k S = P � (Q k S) (CCL-L)(P �Q) k R = (P k R) �Q (CCL-R)In fact it can be shown that if a system has rules only in the form of equalities betweenprocess terms that have less than four variables, the CCL rule is not derivable, and thereforesuch a system cannot be complete.The completeness result is with respect to a partial order model of concurrency, related toMazurkiewicz' trace model [Maz89]. It di�ers from simple partial order models in that it isbased on both an partial order relation and a separate concurrency relation.



For a comparison we also consider processes that are built up from concrete atomic actions,rather than from typed process variables. Within this setting the CCL law still makes senseas it allows for a modular style of reasoning. But a non-modular style that avoids the CCLrule becomes also a possibility. This can be achieved for instance by introducing an analogof the expansion law for CCS [Mil80] that allows one to replace parallel composition bylayered composition and nondeterministic choice. A few basic axioms together with theanalog of the expansion law and the simple \Independence" axiom mentioned above turnout to form already a complete axiomatization. Thus the CCL law is seen to be a derivedlaw within this context.Finally we mention here that when no knowledge concerning independence is taken intoaccount or, equivalently, when we assume that no two process variables are independent,process equality is already axiomatized completely [Gis84] by only a few simple axiomsconcerning commutativity of k and associativity of k and � .2 Two process languagesWe introduce two process languages that both are tiny subsets of the languages discussedin e.g. [JPZ91, JPZ93, Zwi91]. Their sole purpose is to have a framework to discuss ourcompleteness results in later sections.Let (Act; ! ) be a given (countable) set of atomic actions (a 2)Act, together with asymmetric irreexive dependence relation \! ". (Within speci�c applications, such asdatabase serializability theory, dependency between transactions is also called conict. Theterm conict relation instead of dependence relation is also used in [JPZ91, JPZ93, Zwi91].)In many cases we use the independence relation \ ] ", which is just the complement of\! ". An alphabet � is de�ned here as a subset of Act. Two alphabets � and � areindependent i� all actions a 2 � are independent of all b 2 �. We assume that there is a set(X� 2)Pvar of process variables, each typed by means of some alphabet �. The alphabet�(P ) of process terms P is de�ned as the set of all actions occurring in P . Two processesP and Q or two process variables X� and X� are said to be independent i� their associatedalphabets are independent. This is denoted by P ] Q (i.e. not P ! Q) and X� ] X�,respectively. The two languages Lpvar and Latomic are de�ned thus:P 2 Lpvar ;P ::= X� j P �Q j P k Q j skipP 2 Latomic;P ::= a j P �Q j P k Q j P or Q j skip j emptyA partial order model for Latomic is given below in section 3.3. Here we provide someintuition.A basic assumption is that a (single) computation or run of a system can be modeled asa partially ordered multiset (pomset) of actions. (The usual distinction between actionsand events, i.e., instances of actions, need not be made here). Actions within a given runremain unordered i� they are independent. Two processes P and Q are regarded as equal,denoted by P = Q, i� their sets of pomsets are equal.



Parallel composition P k Q executes P and Q with dependent actions of P and Q orderednondeterministically. Thus P k Q denotes a set of runs. The nondeterministic choices fordi�erent pairs of dependent actions are of course subject to the condition that the ordermust be acyclic.For layer composition P �Q the situation is somewhat like parallel composition, the di�er-ence being that when a P action a and a Q action b are dependent then the a can onlyprecede b. (For parallel composition b could also precede a.) Layer composition shouldbe distinguished from classical sequential composition P ; Q, which would require that allP actions precede all Q actions, irrespective of the dependence relation. One could viewP ; Q as a degenerate case where the independence relation is empty , i.e. no two actionsare independent.The process skip performs no action and acts as the unit element for layer and parallelcomposition.Nondeterministic choice P or Q is a straightforward construct that executes either P orQ. The related process empty acts as the unit for the choice construct and as \zero"for parallel and layer composition. We use the abbreviation �i2I Pi for choices of the formPi0 or Pi1 or � � �, where ij 2 I.3 AxiomatizationIn this section we present some groups of axioms for the two process languages Lpvar andLatomic and give sound models for both.3.1 Axioms for LpvarAxioms A1 P k Q = Q k P (COM1)P k (Q k R) = (P k Q) k R (ASSOC1)P � (Q �R) = (P �Q) �R (ASSOC2)P k skip = P (SKIP1)P � skip = P (SKIP2)skip �P = P (SKIP3)Axioms A2Provided that P ] S, and Q ] R:(P �Q) k (R �S) = (P k R) � (Q k S) (CCL)Remark.From the Communication Closed Layers law (CCL) and the axioms for skip from A1,the following laws can be derived:Provided that P ] S, and Q ] R:(P �Q) k S = P � (Q k S) (CCL-L)(P �Q) k R = (P k R) �Q (CCL-R)P k S = P �S (Independence)(End of remark)



3.2 Axioms for LatomicAxioms A3 P or Q = Q or P (COM2)P or (Q or R) = (P or Q) or R (ASSOC3)P or P = P (IDEMPOT)P k (Q or R) = (P k Q) or (P k R) (DIST1)P � (Q or R) = (P �Q) or (P �R) (DIST2)(P or Q) �R = (P �R) or (Q �R) (DIST3)P or empty = P (EMPTY1)P k empty = empty (EMPTY2)P � empty = empty (EMPTY3)empty �P = empty (EMPTY4)In order to formulate the expansion law for Latomic we introduce the notion of (syntactic)traces:De�nition 3.1 Syntactic TracesA (syntactic) trace is a process term of the form a1 � a2 � � � � � an where all the ai are atomicactions. The case n = 0 is allowed, and is identi�ed with the skip process. �De�nition 3.2 Minimal ElementsLet t = t1 � � � � � tn be a trace. The set of minimal elements of t is:Minimal(t) def= fti j 8j < i; tj ] tigLet t(i) denote the trace t with ti removed, i.e.t(i) = t1 � � � � � ti�1 � ti+1 � � � � � tn (1 � i � n)�Axioms A4Let P = p1 � p2 � � � � � pn and Q = q1 � q2 � � � � � qm be (syntactic) traces, where n;m � 1.P k Q = �pi2Minimal(P ) pi � (P (i) k Q)or�qi2Minimal(Q) qi � (P k Q(i))Provided that for actions a and b, a ] ba k b = b � a (Act-Independence)Remark.� Laws like the Independence axiom for processes (rather than for actions), or the CCLlaws are all valid for the model for Latomic that we discuss below. Here we haveincluded the minimum for the completeness result.� Note that for the degenerated case where we have an empty independence relation,the above expansion law boils down to an expansion law for interleaving semantics.For in that case, only p1 and q1 are minimal elements.� If a and b are independent actions, i.e. a ] b, then such actions can be interchanged:a � b = b � a



� The expansion axiom presented here is a slight simpli�cation of a similar law in [PZ92].(End of remark)3.3 The Partial Order Model for LatomicWe construct a model for the language Latomic for which all of the axioms (A1), (A2),(A3) and (A4) are valid. It is shown in the corresponding report, [PZ93b], that axioms(A1), (A3) and (A4) form a complete system with respect to this model.A partially ordered action set is de�ned as a structure (E;!) where E is a multiset ofactions, and where ! is an irreexive partial order on E. A partially ordered actionmultiset (E;!) is conict closed if for any two a0; a1 2 E it is the case that they areordered if they are dependent:a0! a1 or a1! a0 if a0! a1:A run or computation is de�ned to be a partially ordered action set that is conict closed.The set of all such runs is denoted by PO0.De�nition 3.3 Semantic operatorsLet as usual R+ denote the transitive closure of binary relation R.For runs H0 = (E0;!0) and H1 = (E1;!1) in PO0 de�ne� the parallel composition byH0 k H1 = fH 2 PO0 j H = (E0 [ E1; (!0 [!1 [!C)+); where!C � ((E0 �E1) [ (E1 �E0)) such that((e; e0) 2!C _ (e0; e) 2!C) i� e! e0g� and layer composition byH0 �H1 = fH 2 PO0 j H = (E0 [ E1; (!0 [!1 [!C)+); where!C � (E0 �E1) such that ((e; e0) 2!C) i� e! e0gObserve that H0 �H1 consists of a single run.�All unions in the above de�nition should be understood as disjoint unions. Note that theonly di�erence between parallel and layered composition is in the restrictions on!C , henceH0 �H1 � H0 k H1. We de�ne the semantics of the language Latomic by means of a semanticmeaning function of the form[[ � ]]at : Latomic!P(PO0):De�nition 3.4 Semantics of Latomic[[a]]at = f(a; ;)g[[P k Q]]at = [ fHP k HQ j HP 2 [[P ]]at ; HQ 2 [[Q]]atg



[[P �Q]]at = [ fHP �HQ j HP 2 [[P ]]at ; HQ 2 [[Q]]atg[[P or Q]]at = [[P ]]at [ [[Q]]at[[ skip ]]at = f(;; ;)g[[ empty ]]at = ;�Theorem 3.5 SoundnessThe axioms (A1), (A2), (A3) and (A4) are sound with respect to the partial order modelde�ned above. �The proof is omitted. Soundness of these axioms for a related (more complicated) modelcan be found in an earlier paper, [JPZ93].Theorem 3.6 CompletenessThe axioms (A1), (A3), and (A4) form a complete system for Latomic. �A proof of the completeness theorem can be found in [PZ93b]. It is shown in [JPZ91, PZ92,PZ93a] that the CCL law holds for (a slightly more complicated model than) Latomic. HenceCorollary 3.7The CCL law is a derived law in the model Latomic �3.4 The Graph Model for LpvarWe present a more complicated partial order model for the Lpvar language. Runs in theform of pomsets of actions don't su�ce here, as the basic terms in Lpvar are variables, notactions. Rather we use runs that take on the form of graphs G = (V;!; ) with twokind of arcs, namely the concurrency arc and the precedence arc !. Formally,! is anirreexive partial order on the set V of vertices, whereas the is just a symmetric binaryrelation on V . The precedence relation ! has the same role as in the simple model of theprevious section. We shall now explain the reason for introducing the concurrency relation.The intended meaning of X�!Y� and X� Y� is as follows. Let a, b be dependent actions.Then after re�ning the variables into concrete processes with action a occurring in X� andb in Y�, we shall have a!b in case of X�!Y�, but either a!b or b!a in case of X� Y�.So, if both a, a0 eventually occur in place of X�, and b, b0 in place of Y�, then in the case ofX� Y� we may have a!b and b0!a0 at the same time. This is not expressible by eitherX�!Y� nor Y�!X�.We will now give the semantics for Lpvar terms. P . Informally the semantics [[P ]][var isthe graph where the vertices V is the set of variables occurring in P . The binary relation! on V is de�ned as follows: X�!Y� if and only if X�! Y� and there is a syntacticsubexpression P1 �P2 of P such that X� is a variable of P1 and Y� is a variable of P2.Similarly the symmetric binary relation on V is de�ned as: X� Y� if and only ifX�! Y� and there is a syntactic subexpression P1 k P2 of P such that X� is a variableof P1 and Y� is a variable of P2, or X� in P2 and Y� in P1.Formally the semantics is given as follows. For two graphs GQ and GP de�neGQ k GR def= (VQ [ VR;!Q [!R; Q [ R [ k )



where k def= f(S; T ) j ((S 2 VQ ^ T 2 VR) _ (S 2 VR ^ T 2 VQ)) ^ S! Tgand GQ �GR def= (VQ [ VR;!Q [!R [! � ; Q [ R)where! � def= f(S; T ) j (S 2 VQ ^ T 2 VR) ^ S! TgThen [[X� ]]var = (X�; ;; ;)[[P k Q]]var = [[P ]]var k [[Q]]var[[P �Q]]var = [[P ]]var � [[Q]]var[[ skip ]]var = (;; ;; ;)3.4.1 Relation between the partial order model and the graph modelLet P 2 Latomic with alphabet � andQ 2 Latomic with alphabet �, and letHP def= (EP ;!P ) 2[[P ]]at and HQ def= (EQ;!Q) 2 [[Q]]at Observe that HP and HQ can be seen as graphs in theabove sense, with empty relation. Thus consider HP and HQ as graphs, say HP andHQ respectively. Then HP k HQ is the graph (EP [ EQ;!P [ !Q; PQ) where the setof vertices EP [ EQ consists of atomic actions, and for each pair of atomic actions a, b(a; b) 2 PQ i� (a! b) ^ (a 2 EP $ b 2 EQ)In other words, (a; b) 2 PQ if they are dependent and one them is contained in EP andthe other in EQ. The intuitive meaning of a b is that in actual run a must precede b, i.e.a!b, or conversely b must precede a, i.e. b!a. Thus in order to transform the graph intoan actual run one must make for each pair of atomic actions a, b with f(a; b); (b; a)g � PQa choice, namely a!b or b!a. If one transforms each a b into a!b or b! one gets agraph of the form.(EP [ EQ;!P [ !Q [ !C ; ;)where!C � (EP �EQ) [ (EQ �EP ) such that ((a; b) 2!C _ (b; a) 2!C) i� a! bObserve that the above formula closely resembles the de�nition of parallel composition inDe�nition 3.3. If !P [ !Q [ !C is acyclic then(EP [ EQ; (!P [ !Q [ !C)+)is a run ofHP k HQ. In the above construction there was choice, namely transform a b toa!b or b!a. If one takes the union over all such choices the above procedure will generateexactly HP k HQ.Hence if one applies the above transformation to all HP 2 [[P ]]at , and all HQ 2 [[Q]]at oneprecisely obtains all runs in [[P k Q]]at .For HP �HQ the situation is not so complexHP �HQ = (EP [ EQ;!P [ !Q [ !C ; ;)



where!C � (EP �EQ) such that ((a; b) 2!C i� a! b)HenceHP �HQ = f(EP [ EQ; (!P [ !Q [ !C)+)gand the union over all HP 2 [[P ]]at , and HQ 2 [[Q]]at in the above construction will preciselygenerate all runs in [[P �Q]]at .Thus in general the graph model can be seen as an intermediate stage in computing thepartial order semantics of a process term in Latomic.3.5 SoundnessTheorem 3.8 SoundnessThe graph model is a model for axioms (A1), (A2). �Proof. We will only sketch the soundness proof for the CCL axiom. First consider thecase where P , Q, R and S are process variables. Then an easy calculation shows that both(P �Q) k (R �S) and (P k R) � (Q k S) denote the graph from �gure 1. Next, assume
Figure 1: The graph of both (P �Q) k (R �S) and (P k R) � (Q k S)that P , Q, R and S are arbitrary process terms, not just variables. In that case the graphin �gure 1 can be obtained as follows. First compute the graphs of P , Q, R and S. Thenconnect each vertex of P with to each dependent vertex of R . Similarly for Q andS. Finally connect each vertex of P with a ! to each dependent vertex of Q . Similarlyfor R and S. From this construction it is seen that the graphs for (P �Q) k (R �S) and(P k R) � (Q k S) are, again, the same. �The next section is dedicated to the proof ofTheorem 3.9 Modular CompletenessThe axioms (A1) and (A2) form a complete system for Lpvar �3.6 Completeness of the CCL RuleThe aim of this section is to prove that the axioms (A1) together with (A2) (the CCL law)are modular complete. More precisely we will show that when two syntactic terms P andP 0 represent the same graph G in the graph model, P can be transformed into P 0, usingonly the axioms (A1) and (A2).



3.6.1 Notational conventionsLetters P;Q;R range over terms in Lpvar , and P;Q;R range over graphs. Whenever a termis called P , its graph is called P. Conversely, if there is a term denoting graph P, then theterm is called P . Similarly for Q;Q and R;R. Graph Skip is the graph denoted by skip,and X is the graph denoted by X.For graphs P;Q the expression P\Q denotes the graph whose vertex set is the intersectionof those of P and Q, and for which there is an != -arc between two vertices if, and onlyif, there is an != -arc between those vertices in both P and Q.De�nition 3.10 Representable GraphA graph P = (V;!; ) is representable if and only if there exists a term P 2 Lpvar suchthat P is the denotation of P . P is called a (syntactic) representation of P. �Not all graphs are representable. This was observed for a related class of graphs (so-calledseries-parallel graphs) by Valdes, Tarjan and Lawler [VTL82]. As an example, adapted toour framework, consider the so-called \N-graph" in �gure 2, which is not representable asa Lpvar term.
Figure 2: A non-representable graph \N"Lemma 3.11Let G = (V;!; ) be a representable graph. Then ! is acyclic and! \ = ;�The proof can be given by induction on the structure of a representation of G.As an example consider the graph G in �gure 3.
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Figure 3: The graph GAssume that P;Q;R;S; T and U are representable, say by P;Q;R; S; T and U respectively,and that there are no dependencies between processes where there is no ! or edge in



G, such as for example between P and T , or between S and U , then G can be representedas a parallel composition of the form:(P �Q �R) k (T � (S k U)):But G has also a representation with layered composition as top operator:((P �Q) k (T �S)) � (R k U)This layered representation can be transformed into the parallel version by applying theCCL law, the ASSOC2 law, and the (from the CCL law derived) Independence law. As hasbecome clear from this example, a (representable) graph can have several representationswhich, so we claim, can be transformed into each other.3.6.2 CompletenessLet us �rst introduce some more notation. Symbol def= denotes equality by syntactic de�ni-tion, symbol ax= denotes axiomatically provable equality using the axioms (A1), (A2) only,and symbol = denotes semantic (graph) equality.Throughout the sequel � and 
 range over f k ; � g (both the semantic graph operations andthe syntactic operation symbols), and indices i; j range over f0; 1g. In the DecompositionLemma and the Term Existence Lemma we use i; j exclusively in the names P i;Qj ;Rij ; inthe latter the i relates to P i and the j relates to Qj.The Decomposition Lemma tells that various graph decompositions abide with each other,and that such abidances can also be proved axiomatically. The Term Existence Lemma tellsthat parallel and layer decompositions of denotable graphs can also be denoted and provedaxiomatically.Lemma 3.12 DecompositionLet �;
 be arbitrary in f k ; � g. Let P i;Qj be graphs such that P0 � P1 = Q0 
 Q1.De�ne Rij = P i \ Qj . '& $%R00 R01R11R10P0P1 Q0 Q1� 
Then, �rst, for vertices taken from di�erent Rij, an arc between the vertices can only beof the type as indicated in the �gure below, meaning also that no arc exists if no one isindicated:



Second, an arc between the vertices exists i� the vertices are dependent.Third, the P i;Qj can be decomposed as P i = Ri0 
Ri1 and Qj = R0j �R1j . By the way,this together with P0 �P1 = Q0 
Q1 gives:(R00 
R01)� (R10 
R11) = (R00 �R10)
 (R01 �R11):Fourth, if Rij are terms that denote the Rij, then:(R00 
R01)� (R10 
R11) ax= (R00 �R10)
 (R01 �R11):�Proof.The �rst three claims are immediate by the de�nition of the graph operations k and � ,and the wel-formedness constraints. For the fourth claim we distinguish between the fourchoices for �;
:Case �;
 = k ; k . Associativity and commutativity of k su�ce; these are expressed byaxiom (A1).Case �;
 = k ; � or � ; k . Since Rij denotes Rij , we conclude from the de�nition of Rijand the �rst part of the lemma that the independence condition of the CCL law issatis�ed. So one application of axiom (A2) does the job.Case �;
 = � ; � . Since Rij denotes Rij , we conclude from the de�nition of Rij and the�rst part of the lemma that R01 and R10 are independent. Now associativity of �(expressed by axiom (A1)) and the Independence Law (derivable from the axioms(A1,A2)) su�ce. �Lemma 3.13 Term ExistenceLet P be a term, and P its graph. Let � be parallel or layered composition.1. Suppose that P = Skip or P = X . Then P ax= skip or P ax= X, respectively.2. Suppose there exist graphs Pi such that P = P0 � P1. Then there exist terms Pidenoting Pi such that P ax= P0 � P1.�Proof.By induction on the structure of P . Part 1 is almost trivial. We apply case analysis on thesyntactic form of P :Case P def= skip. Then apparently P = Skip, and trivially P ax= skip by reexivity ofaxiomatic equality.Case P def= Y . Then apparently X def= Y and P = X , and again trivially P ax= X.



Case P def= Q0 �Q1, where � is either k or � . Now one of Qj , say Q0, denotes Skip, andthe other one, Q1, denotes P. By induction Q0 ax= skip, and Q1 ax= skip or ax= X. Soby neutrality of skip for � (expressed by (A1)) we have either:P def= Q0 �Q1 ax= skip� skip ax= skip; or:P def= Q0 �Q1 ax= skip�X ax= X:The proof of Part 2 is more interesting. Again, we apply case analysis on the syntactic formof P :Case P def= skip or P def= X. Then at least one of P i, say P0, is Skip, and the other, P1, isP. So take P0 def= skip and P1 def= P . Then Pi denotes Pi, and by neutrality of skipfor � we have:P ax= skip� P ax= P0 � P1:Case P def= Q0 
Q1 where 
 is one of k or � . Let Qj be the graph denoted by Qj. PutRij = P i \ Qj . By the Decomposition Lemma 3.12 we have:(a0) Pi = Ri0 
Ri1(a1) Qj = R0j �R1j(a2) (R00 �R10)
 (R01 �R11) ax= (R00 
R01)� (R10 
R11);for all terms Rij that happen to denote the graphs Rij . By induction (applied toterms Qj with graph decomposition (a1)) there exist:(b) terms R0j ; R1j denoting R0j;R1j, such that(c) Qj ax= R0j �R1j :Now de�ne the required terms Pi by:(d) Pi def= Ri0 
Ri1:It remains to verify the two claims about the Pi. First, term Pi denotes P i:Pidef= f (d): de�nition Pi gRi0 
Ri1= f (b): de�nition Rij gRi0 
Ri1= f (a0): Decomposition Lemma 3.12 gPiSecond, the equality P = P0 � P1 is axiomatically provable:Pdef= f case assumption gQ0 
Q1ax= f (c): induction g



(R00 �R10)
 (R01 �R11)ax= f (b,a2): Decomposition Lemma 3.12 g(R00 
R01)� (R10 
R11)def= f (e): de�nition Pi gP0 � P1:This completes the proof of Part 2, hence of the entire Term Existence Lemma. �One may notice that precisely all axioms in (A1), (A2) have been used in the proofs ofthe two lemmas. Now we can state and proof the main result.Theorem 3.14 Modular CompletenessFor arbitrary terms P;Q we have: P = Q =) P ax= Q. �As a corollary we obtain the following result which was �rst proven by Gischer [Gis84] inhis thesis.Corollary 3.15Let ! = Act2, i.e. all process variables are dependent, thenP = Q =) P ax= Q;where in proving P ax= Q we only need the axioms (A1). �Proof of the Completeness Theorem.By induction on the size of the smaller one of P;Q; the size of a term P , denoted jP j, is thenumber of occurrences of skip, process variables, and parallel and layer operation symbolsin P .Without loss of generality assume that jP j � jQj. We apply case analysis on the syntacticform of P :Case P def= skip or P def= X. Then Q denotes Skip or X , respectively. So by the TermExistence Lemma: Q ax= skip def= P or Q ax= X def= P , respectively.Case P def= P0 � P1 where � is one of k or � . Take Qj to be the graph denoted by Pj .So by the Term Existence Lemma, reading Q;Q; j instead of P;P ; i, there exist termsQj such that:(a) Qj denotes Qj; hence Qj = Pj (semantically);(b) Q ax= Q0 �Q1:Observe that:jPij < jP0j+ 1 + jP1j = jP0 � P1j = jP j; somin(jPij; jQij) � jPij < jP j = min(jP j; jQj);hence, by induction applied to (a):(c) Pi ax= Qi:Now, by the case assumption, (c), and (b):P def= P0 � P1 ax= Q0 �Q1 ax= Q:



This completes the proof of the Completeness Theorem. �Remark. Consider the process term(P �Q) k (R �S)with P ] S and Q ] R. Then none of the axioms in (A1) and neither (CCL-L) and (CCL-R)are applicable to this term. Hence the CCL law can not be derived from these laws.Moreover a case analysis shows that every law of the formP � (Q
R) = P 
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